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Abstract

We prove that I H!(X; [,) = {O} for any toric variety XI any per
versity p and any Iocal system [, which is strongly non-trivial with
respect to the cone complex E which defines X. The dass of strongly
non-trivial local systems includes aH non-trivial I-dimensional local
systems. We use a topological definition of X due to R. MacPher
son ([Mac2]) and prove the theorem by reducing to an analogous 10
cal statement on each of the elements of a certain (closed) covering
{Xu }UEE of X.

1 Introduction

The study of the interseetion homology groups IH!(Xj.c) where X ia a
torie variety and .c is a I-dimensionalloeal system, is of interest beyond the

, realm of torie varieties. For the triviallocal system .c = Qx, the ranks of
the middle perversity groups I Hrn(Xj QX) have been eomputed and were
faund to be combinatorial invariants of the underlying polytope. This 100
to the definition of the generalized h-veetors for general eonvex polytopes
«(St]). On the other hand, in their study of generalized hypergeometrie fune
tions, Gelfand, Kapranov and Zelevinsky have shown that the irreducible
V-modules on a torie variety X are in 1 - 1 eorrespondenee with the middle
perversity interseetion homology sheaves IC.m(S; .c), where S is the closure
of a stratum of X (and henee also a torie variety) and .c is a.n irreducible
loeal system on S ((GKZ],[MaelJ). Qver C, all irreducible loeal system are
I-dimensional.
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In this paper we prove that under certain conditions on a loeal system
for intersection homology on a toric variety X, the groups I Hf(X; 1:) all
vanish. In prticular, these conditions are satisfied by any non·trivial 1
dimensionallocal system.

We use a topological definition of X which, in ignoring the addi
tional algebraic structure, uses only elementary topological constructions
and properties of the underlying cone complex. We define a filtration of X
and use spectral sequence arguments to reduce the general theorem to an
analogous local theorem on certain subapaces XO' C X which are in 1 - 1
correspondence with the cones (J of the underlying cone complex.

2 Definitions

A cone complex (a.k.a. complete fan) b in Rn is a decomposition of Rn into a
finite number of c1osed, convex, rational polyhedral cones, each with apex 0,
such that any face of a cone u E bis itself in band such that the intersection
of any two cones ia a common face of both.

Let E be a cone complex in Rn. Let D denote the unit ball in
Rn and let S be its boundary. S is decomposed into polyhedral cells by
intersecting with the positive dimensional cones of E. Define the dual cell
complex P = PE to be the n-dimensional polyhedral cell complex whose
(n - 1)-skeleton ia the dual cell-block decomposition of Sand whose unique
(open) n-cell is the interior of D. The cells of P are dually paired with the
cones of b. We denote by uE P the cell dual to a cone u E b.

Note: This explicit construction of P is given only for convenience in the
proof of the main theorem. In general, any realization of the abstract cell
complex whose face lattice is dual to that of b would yield an isomorphie
toric variety.

For every cone u E b set PO' = P n u and P80' = U'TcO' 'Pr. For each
o~ k :5 n set pk = UdimO'$k Pa.

Definition 2.1 Let Tn = Rn jzn denote the n-torus. Define the torie va
riety X = XE to he P X Tn / rv, where (X, r) rv (X', r') if and only if
x' = X E relintu for same a E E and there exist liftings t, t ' E Rn of T and r'
such that t - t' E spana. Thus if X E relintü, then since spana is a rational
subspace of Rn, the torus {x} X Tn ia collapsed in X to a torus of dimension
n - dirn (J =dirn u. There is an obvious projection 11'" : X -+ P.
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X has a natural stratification

X o C X 2 C ... C X 2(n-l) C X 2n =X

where for each k, X 2k is the inverse image under 1(" of the k-skeleton of
P. The "non-singular" (open) stratum X \ X 2n- 2 is equal to int(D) X r n

and henee is homeomorphic to (c*)n. Fix onee and for all a base point
cE X \ X 2n- 2.

Definition 2.2 A k-dimensionallocal system for intersection homology on
a stratified pseudomanifold consists of a loeal system on the non-singular
stratum. In particular, a loeal system for interseetion homology on X con
sists of a bundle over (c*)n whose fibre V is a k-dimensional vector spate
over a field F (usually C or Q). Equivalently, it eonsists of a vector spaee V
and a representation of zn = 71'"1 (X \ X 2n-2, c) into Aut(V). Let V::c denote
the fiber of f- over a point z E X. Any z E zn determines a monodromy
Tz E Aut(Vc)' We will use the same notation for a loeal system and for its
restriction to a subspace whenever the context is dear.

Definition 2.3 Let E be a eone complex in Rn and let a E E be a k
dimensional eone. Let L be a loeal system for interseetion homology on the
associated torie variety X = XE. An ordered basis B = {Zt, ... , zn} of zn
is au-basis if Zi E spana for 1 ::; i ::; k (thus {Zl, ... , Zk} form a basis of
zn n spana). We say that .c is strongly non-trivial with respect to a if every
T ~ a admits aT-basis {Zl, ... , zn} of zn such that TZj - I : V c --+- V c is
invertible for some 1 ::; i ::; n. L is strongly non·trivial (with respect to E)
if every TEE admits such a basis.

Remark 2.4 Any non-trivial I-dimensional loeal system for intersection
homology on X is strongly non-trivial.
Proof: For any a E E choose a basis ofZnnspana and complete it to a basis
of zn. Since f- is non-trivial and I-dimensional, one of the monodromies
eorresponding to this basis is equal to multiplieation by some constant d f:. 1,
whenee multiplieation by d - 1 is invertible. 0

The main result of this paper is

Theorem 2.5 Let E be a eone complex in Rn and let X be the associated
torie variety. Let L be a Ioeal system for intersection homology on X wmeh
is strongly non-trivial with respect to E. Then for any perversity p and for
all 0 ::; i ::; 2n, I Hf (X; f-) = O.
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To prove theorem 2.5 we define a filtration of X and show that in tbe cor
responding spectral sequence the E 1 term vanishes. First, we need the
following lemma.

Lemma 2.6 Let (Y, y) be a stratified pseudomanifold where y is some fixed
point in the non-singular stratum and let (Sl, s) be the circle with base point
s. Let J:. be a loeal system for interseetion homology on SI X Y and let J:.'
be its restrietion to {s} X Y.
Let V(6,V) be the fiber of J:. over the point (s, y) and let ~v : V(.,v) --.. V(.,v)

be the monodromy associated to one of the generators of iT1 (51 X {y}, (s, y)).
Then the groups I Hf(Sl X Y; J:.) all vanish if either
(i) I Hf( {s} X Y; J:.I) = 0 Vi, ar
(ii) ~v - I: V(6,y) ~ V(6,V) is invertible.

The praof of lemma 2.6 is deferred to section 4 where we first present the
formal definitions and some essential lemmas concerning local systems for
interseetion homology in the eategory of piecewise linear geometrie ehains.

Corollary 2.7 Ir in addi tion Y ' is a P L-subspace of Y and either I Hf( {s} X

Y, {s} X V'; J:.I) = 0 Vi or cI>JI - I is invertible, then Vi, IHf(Sl x Y, 8 1 X

V'; J:.) =O.
Proof: This follows from lemma 2.6 and tbe long exaet sequenee of the pair
(81 X Y, 81 X V'). 0

Definition 2.8 The filtration cf X . For each u E E set X a = iT-1(Pa)
and X Oa = 7!'"-l(P&a). For each 0::; k ::; n set X k = 7!'"-I(p.l:) =
Udlrna=kXa' This defines a filtration of X by closed subspaces

T" = XO C Xl C ... C X n = X.

The essence of the proof of theorem 2.5 sterns from the fallowing

Lemma 2.9 Properties cf the filtration:
For any k-dimensional cones u, TEE,
(i) X a n X.,. ~ X k

-
l

•

(ii) X a n X k - 1 = Xaa .

(iii) Ir k = n then X a = c(Xoa ) (here c(Y) denotes the topological cone on
Y, stratified by the cones on the strata of Y along with the apex of the cone
as the unique O-stratum).
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(iv) If k < n then there is an (n - 1)-dimensional cone complex EI with
(j E EI such that for the associated toric variety XI, X q = SI X X'q and
X8q = SI X X'aq.

Proof: (i) and (ii) are immediate while (iii) is easy.
Proof of (iv) : Let {Zl,"" Zn} be a (j-basis for zn. We make the identifica
tions :

n-I

zn-I = EB ZZi, and
i=l

n-l

Rn
-

l = EB Rzi .

i=l

Also for each 1 :5 i :5 nIet ii be the image of RZi in Tn, and identify

~-I =il X .•. X in-I and T n =~-l X in'

(1)

(2)

(3)

Complete (j arbitrarily to a cone complex E' in Rn
-

l and denote by P' the
dual ceIl complex and by X' the associated toric variety. Then P~ = 'Pq ,

and X~ is obtained from p~ X Tn-I by collapsing certain subtori of Tn-l
over the faces of p' which P~ meets. On the other hand, X q ia obtained
from Pq X Tn = p~ X p-I X in by collapsing the same subtori of rn-I
over the same points of P. It follows that X q = X~ X in, and hence also
that Xaq =X aq X in. 0

Note that the sets X q are, topologically, strong deformation retracts of the
affine toric varieties Xb defined in [DaJ.

The following corollary follows from (i) and (ii) above :

Corollary 2.10 For each 0 :5 k :5 n and for any perversity p,

I Ht(X k
, X k

-\ f.) = EB I H!(Xq, Xaq; f.)
".eI:

dirnq=k

(4)

o

Therfore, to prove theorem 2.5 it suffices to show that each of the terms on
the right hand side of (4) is trivial. This follows from

Lemma 2.11 Let E be a cone complex in Rn, X the associated torie variety,
pa perversity and {, a Ioeal system for intersection homology on X whieh is
strongly non-trivial with respect to a eone (J E E. Then I nf(x(r, Xaq; (,) =
oVi.
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Proof: The proof is by induction on n.
There is only one cone complex :E in R I

. It has a. unique O-cone 0'0 and
two l-cones 0'1 and 0'2. Let T : V ~ V be the monodromy corresponding
to one of the generators of Z. The strong non·triviality of .c with respect
to any one of the cones of :E is equivalent to the invertability of T - I.
Now X 170 = SI whence IH.(X 170 ; f.) = H.(SI; .c), and it can ea.sily be seen
that HO(SI;.c) = coker(T - I) and H1(SI;!) = ker(T - I), both of which
are trivia!. NOW, since X 171 = c(X 17o ) (by (i ii) above), it follows from [Bo,
p. 29, Prop. 3.1] that I H!(X171 , Xo 171 ;.c) = I H!(X17 l1 X 170 ;.c) = {O}, and
similarly for 0'2.

Now let :E be a cone complex in Rn with X the associated torle
variety and let 0' E :E with dirn 0' = k < n.
ease 1 : there exists au-basis {Zt, ... , zn} of zn with TZj - I invertible
for some j > k. Then we mayassume that j = n. Use trus basis to obtain
the deeompositions (1), (2) and (3) and write (X17 , X 8(7) = SI X (X~, X a(7 )
accordingly. Then condition (ii) of lemma 2.6 is satisfied and the assertion
follows from corollary 2.7.
esse 2: for any 0'-basis {ZI, •.• , Zn} of zn, if TZi - I invertible for some i then
i::; k (and consequently Zi E spanu). Let {Zt, ... , zn} be any u-basis of zn
and write (X17 , X0(7 ) = S I X (X~, X a(7 ) accordi ngly as in part (iv) of lemma
2.9. Then the restricted local system .c' = .clx' is strongly non-trivial with
respect to 0' (considered as a cone in :E'). Thus by the inductive hypothesis,
I H!(X~, X 017 ; .c') = {O} so that part (i) of lemma 2.6 is satisfied, and onee
again our assertion follows from corollary 2.7.

Finally, suppose dirn 0' = n. Then by (iii) above, X 17 = C(X817)' By
its construction, the filtration of X restricts to XOO' so that eorollary 2.10
holds for the restricted spectral sequenee namely for each 1 ::; i ::; n - 1,

IH~(Xi n X a17 , X i - 1 n X80';~) = E:B IHt(Xn Xo r ; .c). (5)
1"C8(1'

dim T=i

However since .c is strongly non-trivial with respect to 0', it is in particular
strongly non-trivial with respect to any cone T C GO' and hence it follows
from the previous step that all of the terms on the right hand side of (5)
vanish whence I H!(X a17 ;.c) = {O}. Thus onee again it followB by [Bo, p.
29, Prop. 3.1] that I Hf(X17 , Xau;.c) =0, Vi. 0
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3 A counter example for general local systems

In general, the intersection homology with twisted coefficients of a torie
variety X is not tri via!. Consider the torie variety X S! 8 2 associated to the
unique cone complex E in Rl

. Let e E X \ Xo e! C· be a base point. Let J:.
be a k-dimensionalloeal system for intersection homology on X with fiber V
such that the monodromy T E Aut(Vc) associated to one of the generators
of 1\"1 (X \ Xo, e) satisfies 0 < rank(T - I) < k. One easily computes :
I H~O)(Xi J:.) =ker(T - I) and I H~O)(X; L) =coker(T - I), neither of which
is {O}.

One can construct examples in any (even) dimension, for example
using the Künneth theorem ([CGL]) and the previous example and noting
that any product of 2~spheres 8 2 X ••• X 8 2 is a torie variety.

4 Local Systems and Intersection Homology

A thorough treatment of loeal systems for intersection homology in the var
ious eategories in which intersection homology is defined ean be found in
[Macl]. We repeat here the essential definitions in the eategory of pieeewise
linear geometrie ehains.

4.1 Geometrie Chains

Definition 4.1 Geometrie Prechains.
Let M be a manifold and {, a loeal system on M, i.e. a vector bundle over
M whose fiber V:c over any point x E M is isomorphie to some (fixed) finite
dimensional vector spaee V aver a field F (usually Q ar C). A degree-k
piecewise linear geometrie prechain C in M with coefficients in .c consists
af the following data:
1. A pieeewise linear subspace 8 ~ M called the presupport 01 C.
2. A Whitney stratification S = USa of S such that each stratum is a
pieeewise linear subspace of M and such that S is the closure of the union
of the k-dimensional strata.
3. For each k-dimensional stratum Sa, a multiplicity map Ca : Sa -+ (,Iso:,
where Sa denotes the orientation double cover of Sa' This map ia required
to satisfy the following property : If Om and O:n are the two orientations
of Sa over some point m, then ca(Om) = -co(O'm) in V m'
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There is an equivalenee relation on prechains under whieh two preehains are
identified iftheir respective images are equal under some eommon refinement
of stratifieations (see [Maci]). We thus define :

Definition 4.2 Geometrie Chains. A pieeewise linear geometrie k-ehain
is an equivalence dass of prechains. The complex of piecewise linear geo
metrie chains is denoted C.(Mj .c).

4.2 The product with SI

Let Y be a stratified pseudomanifold and let Yo be a point in the non
singular stratum. Let S1 be the I-sphere whieh we regard as the quotient
of the intervaJ [0, 1] modulo the relation 0 '" 1, oriented accordingly. Then
8 1 X Y is a stratified pseudomanifold whose i-dimensional strata are the
products of 8 1 wi th the (i - 1)-strata of Y. We represent points in 8 1 X Y
by pairs (8, y) with 0 ::; s < 1 and y E Y.

Let .c be alocal system for intersection homology on 8 1 X Y and let
.c' and .c" denote its respeetive restrietions to {O} X Y and S1 X {Yo}.

Definition 4.3 Define a map X S1 : Ck( {s} X Yj .c') -+ Ck+1 (S1 X y;.c) 3.8

follows. Let ~ E Ck({s} X Y; .c') be represented by a preehain C. Denote by
S1 X C the prechain in Si X Y whose support is S1 X supp(C) and whose
strata are the respective produets of {O} and of 51 \ {O} with the strata of
C. The multiplicities are defined as follows :
Let (s,y) be a point in the (k + l)-stratum (SI \ {O}) X Scn and let Co :

So --. .c'lsa be the multiplicity map on So' The path in S1 X Y defined
by t J-+ (st, y) (0::; t ::; 1) defines an isomorphism cI»(6,y) : V (O,v) -+ V (6,V)'

Define the multiplicity map Co on (S1 \ {O}) X So by

co(s, y) = (f>(6,y)OCO (O, y).

The multiplicity maps Co on the strata So are unchanged. The geometrie
ehain XS1(~) whieh we will heneeforth denote by SI X~, is defined to be the
equivalenee dass of preehains represented by S1 X C.

The boundary of S1 x ~

001

For any y E Y let (f>1I : V 11 .::. V 11 be the monodromy corresponmng to the
path which goes around S1 X {y) anee in the positive direction. Let ebe a
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k-chain in {O} X Y and let C be a representative prechain with multiplicity
map Ca on each k-stratum Sa. Denote by (~ - I)e the chain in {O} X Y
represented by the prechain C' whose support and stratification are the same
as those of C, and whose multiplicity maps c~ are given by

The boundary of SI X eis given by:

In the proofoflemma 2.6 we will also make use ofthe chain (~-I)-le which
ia defined whenever (~JI-I) is invertible for same (equivalently every) y E Y.
It ia represented by the prechain C" whose support and stratification are
the same as those of C, and whose multiplicity maps are

Remark 4.4 If .e is I-dimensional then there ia same constant d E F such
that the monodromies <I»JI are aU equal to multiplieation by d and hence

Note that if .e" is non-trivial then d ~ 1.

Lemma 4.5 The map X SI induces an isomorphism on intersection homol
ogy

IH!({s} x y;.e') -+ IH!+I(SI X Y,{s} X Y;!)

far any perversity p.

Proof: The praaf is virtually identical to [Ba, p. 25, Prop. 2.1], using
the canonical isomorphism IHt(SI X Y, {s} X Y) ~ IH!(R x Y) . The
introduction of a loeal system poses no additional problem. 0

Corollary 4.6 Let I D~(Sl x Yi'c) c ICe(SI x Yi.e) be the subcomplex
whose k th chain group is generated hy the chains {k E IC:( {s} x Y; 'c') and
{SI x ek-l I ek-l E Icf_l ({ s} x Y; ,C')}. Then the inclusion i : ID.(SI x
y;.c) l.....+ IC.(SI x y;.c) induces an isomorphism on homology.
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Proof: Consider the two-step filtration {s} X Y C SI X Y and the corre
sponding filtrations of the chain complexes :

and

IC!( {s} X Yj ,Cf) C IC~(Sl X Y;,C)

IC!( {s} x Y; ,Cf) C IDe(Sl x Y; ,C).

(6)

(7)

It follows from lemma 4.5 that the indusion i induces an isomorphism on
the E 1 terms of the associated spectral sequences. 0

4.3 The proof of lemma 2.6

(i) Ir I Hf({s} X Y i ,Cf) = {O} then by lemma 4.5, the EI term vanishes in
the spectral sequence assodated to the filtered complex (6).
(ii) Now suppose that ~v - I is invertible. By corollary 4.6, any dass in
I Hf(Sl X Y; ,C) is represented by a cycIe of the form

1/J = ~k + S I
X ~k-l

with ~k E IC:( {s} X Y; ,Cf) and ek-l E 1Ck_l ({ s} x Y; ,CI). We show that
this cycle is a boundary. Since

we have in particular that aek= - (~ - I)~k-l and a~k-l = O.
Now consider the (k + l)-chain

Its boundary is given by

o
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